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Abstract 

Peers influence the people that we are attracted to and who we choose as dating and 

sexual partners. Peer ratings of attractiveness have been found to alter attractiveness 

ratings among individuals. Our study examines the effect of peer influence on 

perceptions of possible dating and sexual partners across genders in college students. 

Male and female undergraduate students were shown a series of pictures representing 

potential romantic partners with and without peer ratings of attractiveness. Participants 

were asked to rate the potential partners on physical attractiveness and likelihood of 

dating or sexually interacting with the partner. In addition, participants also rated the 

extent to which the potential partner would find them attractive and desirable as a sexual 

or dating partner. Individuals shown potential partners deemed highly attractive by peers 

found the potential partner to be more attractive than partners shown without peer ratings. 

Higher ratings of attractiveness were also associated with higher likelihood to date the 

partner for both genders. Lastly, self-desirability as a dating or sexual partner was 

predicted from appearance self-esteem and appearance comparison self-esteem. Our 

findings suggest that peer influence affects individuals’ choices in dating and sexual 

partners among college students. 
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Effect of Peer Influence on Attraction to Potential Partners 

Social interactions influence the selection of partners for romantic relationships. 

The process of dating and choosing romantic partners is an important task in any 

individual’s life, but especially for young adults who are the most susceptible to social 

influence. Social influence is important for college-aged adolescents and young adults 

when they live for the first time without adult supervision. The lack of adult guidance and 

constant presence of peers causes young adults’ decisions to be strongly influenced by 

peer feedback and actions. These young individuals often feel pressure to date or engage 

in sexual relations due to their peers (Martens et al., 2006). Both men and women react 

differently to peer pressure and use different factors in choosing potential partners. 

However, in both genders, peers greatly influence the choices an individual makes when 

choosing a potential romantic partner.  

Studies have looked at both the influence of peers’ ratings of physical 

attractiveness on initial perceptions of attraction, and the differences between how men 

and women perceive individuals as partners (Castro, Hattori, Yamamoto, & de Araujo 

Lopes, 2014; Dunn & Doria, 2010). However, the relationship between the two has not 

been studied. To address this gap in the literature, the aim of the present study is to 

examine how peer influence and gender differences predict potential partner selection.  

Predictors of Attraction 

 A variety of predictors of attraction have been studied to determine attraction to a 

potential partner. These factors vary depending on the individual as well as gender. There 

are differences between genders, for example, in personality preferences for potential 

partners. Women tend to prefer partners who are open and conscientious in comparison to 
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men (Furnham & Tsoi, 2012). However, generally differences between mens’ and 

womens’ preferences in attraction focus on physical appearance versus resources, 

respectively (Eastwick & Finkel, 2008; Furnham & Tsoi, 2012). Women tend to prefer 

partners that have higher levels of education, cognitive ability, wealth, and ambition in 

comparison to men’s preferences for partners (Furnham & Tsoi, 2012). Women also 

prefer partners who have better occupations. In comparison, men tend to prefer partners 

that are more physically attractive and have favorable genetic traits such as good health 

(Furnham & Tsoi, 2012).  

There are multiple explanations for the discrepancy in preferences between 

genders. Evolutionary psychologists have attributed women’s preference for earning 

potential in a potential partner to subconscious attempts at finding protection for 

offspring (Eastwick & Finkel, 2008). The need for protection is further reinforced by 

women’s lengthy investment of personal resources during pregnancy. Men’s preference 

for physically attractive partners is attributed to subconscious attempts for the 

development of healthy offspring (Eastwick & Finkel, 2008). Men search for partners 

who will maximize their chances of having healthy children. In addition, men do not need 

to search for a partner with resources as they have the potential to reproduce without 

investing as much as a woman does when she reproduces.  

Another explanation for the differences in preferences is social role theory. 

Traditional social norms have constructed men as providers for their families, whereas 

women have had the role of homemakers (Eagly & Steffen, 1984). According to social 

role theory, these norms are created from observations of role performance between men 

and women (Eagly, Wood, & Diekman, 2000). From this perspective, women tend to 
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seek men who can provide and supply the family with resources because women are 

viewed as more communal or nurturing and men as more agentic or independent. 

Therefore, women are socialized to want men who can provide for them, and thus find 

these partners to be more attractive as a long-term partner.   

 Another predictor of attraction is similarity to the potential partner. Furnham and 

Tsoi (2012) had men and women fill out questionnaires related to preference of romantic 

partners. They found that attractiveness, as measured by social skills, body shape, looks, 

and ambition, was correlated with self-estimated appearance. Their findings suggest that 

both genders prefer partners that are similar in attractiveness to their own self-perceived 

attractiveness. This is consistent with the matching phenomenon, which states that people 

who are similar in levels of physical attractiveness will be attracted to each other for 

long-term relationships (Takeuchi, 2006).  Similarly, both genders also prefer partners 

who are similar in social status, educational background, and individuals with strong 

religious or political beliefs value a partner with compatible views (Furnham & Tsoi, 

2012). These similarities motivate mate selection and promote compatibility between 

romantic partners. Overall, compatibility is strongest for individuals with similar social 

backgrounds, ideological belief systems, and physical characteristics (Furnham & Tsoi, 

2012). Strong compatibility and multiple similarities have been found to be a strong 

predictor of marital quality among romantic relationships (Furnham & Tsoi, 2012). 

Another factor that influences perceptions of attraction is the halo effect. The halo 

effect occurs when positive characteristics are automatically attributed to an individual 

with one favorable trait (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). For example, if a woman discovers 

that a potential partner is wealthy then she may believe him to be intelligent, responsible, 
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and driven. This may make him a more appealing romantic partner. The halo effect is 

also often applied to physical attractiveness such that those who are physically attractive 

are often more likable and worthy of praise (Anderson & Nida, 1978). This effect is 

much stronger with the opposite sex than within the same sex (Anderson & Nida, 1978). 

This may be an explanation for men’s desire for physically attractive long-term romantic 

partners. If peers influence an individual to regard a potential partner as highly attractive, 

then the individual may view that potential partner as more appealing as a result of the 

halo effect. Overall, men and women differ in terms of criteria for short and long term 

romantic partners. Due to these differences, using peers to influence how attractive a 

potential partner is to an individual may change the perceptions of the potential partner as 

either a short or long-term partner differently across genders. 

Peer Conformity to Attraction  

Many studies have examined how peer feedback augments perceptions of 

attractiveness to a potential partner (e.g., Dunn & Doria, 2010; Waynforth, 2007). 

However, women use peers’ information pertaining to attraction of a potential partner 

more so than men. Dunn & Doria (2010) found that when women were exposed to a 

photograph depicting a male surrounded by interested females, the male’s physical 

attractiveness increased in comparison to the same male standing alone. This increase is 

even more prevalent if the partner is viewed as highly attractive (Waynforth, 2007; 

Yorzinski & Platt, 2010). This effect has been described as an act of mate-choice 

copying. Women engage in mate-choice copying when they view a man as more 

attractive when he is already in a committed relationship or when other women find him 

to be attractive. Women are also more willing to engage in a long-term relationship with 
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the man featured in the photograph with a highly attractive partner than a man either 

alone or with an unattractive partner. Studies have even found evidence to suggest that 

women rate a man as more physically attractive if he is wearing a wedding band 

(Waynforth, 2007).  

In addition to mate-choice copying, women have also been found to augment 

physical attractiveness ratings depending on peer ratings. That is, if peers rate an 

individual as highly attractive, women are more likely to believe the individual is 

attractive and inflate their corresponding physical attractiveness score (Dunn & Doria, 

2010). In contrast, Graziano, Jensen-Campbell, Shebilske, and Lundgren (1993) found 

that women only changed their ratings of physical attractiveness for a male partner when 

shown peer ratings that ranked an individual as less attractive. However, when women 

were rating the physical attractiveness of another woman, high peer ratings of physical 

attractiveness did influence participants’ attractiveness ratings. While the literature is 

split on this matter, the results of both studies support conformity in social peer groups. 

When shown inflated or deflated peer ratings of physical attractiveness, women showed a 

tendency to alter their ratings of physical attractiveness to the potential partner.  

When men are presented with peer ratings of physical attractiveness, they exhibit 

patterns of conformity that are similar to, but not as dramatic as, women. Similar to 

women, men are also more likely to enhance their ratings of physical attractiveness of a 

potential partner when shown peer ratings that rate the partner as highly attractive (Dunn 

& Doria, 2010). In addition, men’s willingness to engage in long-term relationships with 

a woman increases if the woman is with a highly attractive partner (Yorzinski & Platt, 

2010). However, these findings have been attributed to acts of conformity. When men 
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were shown a photograph of a woman surrounded by interested men, attractiveness 

ratings were similar to the ratings when the woman was alone. This suggests that men are 

not influenced in the same way as women by peer influence, at least in this specific 

domain, and they do not engage in mate-choice copying to the same extent as women 

(Graziano et al., 1993). Instead, men focus on an individual’s physical attributes when 

determining attractiveness in comparison to women’s use of more contextual cues (Dunn 

& Doria, 2010).  

Preferences for Dating and Sexual Partners 

Men and women’s dating preferences also differ according to criteria for long-

term partners versus short-term partners. Women prefer more status characteristics when 

the commitment level of the relationship increases (Castro et al., 2014). This preference 

for partners with greater earning potential and more resources allows for better support 

and security in the future. Therefore, a woman’s long-term partner must bring more to the 

relationship than physical attractiveness. However, when women are seeking a short-term 

partner, their preference for physically attractive partners increases. For college students, 

short-term relationships are considered part of the sexual “hook up” culture and are the 

most common form of romantic relationships at universities and colleges (Castro et al., 

2014; Gutierres, Kenrick, & Partch, 1999). Young women at colleges are therefore more 

likely to seek physically attractive partners for short-term sexual relationships than they 

are to seek partners with resources.  

 In comparison, men’s preferences for short and long-term relationships are 

completely different than women’s preferences. Men value physical attractiveness and 

good health in potential partners for the subconscious biological purpose of producing 
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healthy and successful offspring. Physical attractiveness is also important due to the 

social valuing of beauty, in which a man with a more attractive romantic partner is 

viewed with higher status (Castro et al., 2014). When seeking a long-term partner, men 

prefer physically attractive partners. In fact, the minimum acceptable criterion for 

physical attractiveness increases with the commitment level of the relationship (Gutierres 

et al., 1999). Men are also less likely to place importance on status characteristics as an 

important factor for level of commitment in comparison to women. Short-term 

relationship partners for men are not held to the same standards as short-term relationship 

partners in women (Li & Kenrick, 2006). While men prefer physical attractiveness in 

long-term partners, their standards for the physical attractiveness of a short-term partner 

are much lower, suggesting that partners who are not highly attractive are still viewed as 

potential short-term sexual partners. It is possible then that men would be more likely to 

consider individuals as short-term partners regardless of their physical appearance in 

comparison to women. Therefore, in terms of long-term dating and short-term sexual 

partners, men and women have different preferences for physical attraction, as well as 

status characteristics, and it varies based on the commitment level of the relationship. 

Predicting how peers influence dating and sexual activity has been rigorously 

studied. Findings show that young adults who believe that their peers engage in dating 

and sexual behavior are more likely to engage in sex themselves (Van de Bongardt, Reitz, 

Sandfort, & Deković, 2014). However, while dating and sexual activity among college 

students has been investigated, little research has examined how peers influence sexual 

attraction or long-term relationship potential. Past research suggests that peers influence 

attraction, and physical attraction can predict long or short-term relationships, but to the 
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best of our knowledge research on the association between peer influence and long and 

short-term relationships does not exist.  

Self Esteem and Self Perceived Attractiveness 
 

Both self-esteem and self-perceived attractiveness vary by gender. Self-perceived 

attractiveness predicts self-esteem significantly more strongly in women than men (Bale 

& Archer, 2013). When women view themselves as physically attractive, they are more 

likely to have higher self-esteem than women who do not believe themselves to be 

physically attractive. Further, women are found to be more accurate in their self-

perceived attractiveness than males (Rand & Hall, 1983). This difference has been 

attributed to specific societal pressures on body image in women, whereas pressure on 

men’s body image is more vague and open-ended (Rand & Hall, 1983). Men and women 

also use the media as well as their peers for social comparisons to set standards for their 

own attractiveness (Gutierres et al., 1999). Past research has found that appearance 

comparisons from strong social agents, such as peers or the media, are likely to result in 

body dissatisfaction and low levels of self-esteem (Myers & Crowther, 2009; Schaefer & 

Thompson, 2014).  

Studies have shown that self-perceived attractiveness influences self-perceived 

dating desirability in addition to self-esteem (Bale & Archer, 2013). It is likely that if a 

woman believes herself to be attractive, she will be more likely to believe that others find 

her desirable. Men and women’s self-perceived romantic desirability is also influenced 

by social comparison. When women are exposed to physically attractive women, their 

perceived desirability as a marriage partner decreases (Gutierres et al., 1999). This shows 

that peers influence an individual’s self-perception as a long-term partner when they are 
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asked to compare themselves to others. Men show this effect when exposed to socially 

dominant men rather than physically attractive peers (Gutierres et al., 1999). Therefore, 

same-sex peers do influence self-perceived desirability and attractiveness.   

Self-perceived attractiveness influences sexual activity as well. If women have 

high levels of self-perceived attractiveness then they are more likely to be willing to 

engage in casual sexual behavior (Clark, 2004). Both men and women with high self-

esteem also tend to have a greater number of sexual partners than men and women with 

low self-esteem. However, the most accurate predictor of the number of sexual partners a 

man has is self-esteem (Walsh, 1991). If individuals have high self-esteem, it is possible 

that they will engage in more sexual behavior as well as perceive themselves as more 

romantically desirable. 

 Individuals tend to believe that they are more compatible with partners who are 

similar in characteristics and looks. Therefore, an individual’s own level of self-perceived 

attractiveness and self-esteem will affect how likely he or she will view a potential 

partner as a sexual or dating partner (Furnham & Tsoi, 2012). If individuals believe 

themselves to be similar to a potential partner in terms of attractiveness, it is possible that 

they will believe the potential partner would also find them to be a desirable partner. The 

relationship between social comparison and self-perceived attractiveness also suggests 

that individuals who compare themselves to others often will not believe themselves to be 

as physically attractive or desirable as a partner (Gutierres et al., 1999; Myers & 

Crowther, 2009). In addition, if individuals do not compare their appearance with others’ 

appearance often, they may feel more confident in their self-perceived desirability as a 

potential partner. Currently there have not been studies examining self-perceived 
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desirability as a dating or sexual partner in association with self-perceived physical 

attractiveness and appearance comparison in both genders. 

Present Study 

 Our goal in the present study is to test the effect of peer influence on perceptions 

of possible dating and sexual partners across genders in college students, examining self-

perceived attractiveness and self-esteem as predictors of self-predicted likelihood as a 

dating or sexual partner. Previous research has shown that individuals’ initial attraction to 

a potential partner is influenced by peer ratings of the partner’s physical appearance 

(Dunn & Doria, 2010). In turn, studies have also found that gender differences exist 

between men and women when it comes to predicting attraction especially in long and 

short-term relationships. Women are more likely to desire a short-term relationship with a 

physically attractive individual whereas men are more likely to desire a long-term 

relationship with a physically attractive individual (Castro et al., 2014). Therefore, the 

present study attempts to investigate how peer ratings of attraction influence how an 

individual evaluates a potential partner as a possible short or long-term romantic partner. 

In our study we will be testing the following hypotheses:   

Hypothesis 1: Individuals shown high peer ratings of attractiveness will rate the 

potential partner as more attractive than potential partners paired without peer ratings of 

attractiveness or with low peer ratings of attractiveness.   

Hypothesis 2: Individuals shown low peer ratings of attractiveness will rate the 

potential partner as less attractive than potential partners paired without peer ratings of 

attractiveness or with high peer ratings of attractiveness. 
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Hypothesis 3: Women’s ratings of attractiveness for potential partners will be 

positively associated with the possibility of the potential partner as a sexual partner and 

weakly associated with the possibility of the potential partner as a dating partner. 

Hypothesis 4: Men’s ratings of attractiveness for potential partners will be 

positively associated with the possibility of the potential partner as a dating partner and 

weakly associated with the possibility of the potential partner as a sexual partner. 

Hypothesis 5: Men will be more likely than women to view a potential partner as 

a possible sexual partner. 

Hypothesis 6: The participants’ self-esteem, self-perceived attractiveness, and 

appearance comparison will be positively associated with their self-desirability as a 

sexual and dating partner.  

Method 

Participants 

 Participants were 186 college aged students (111 women, 74 men, 1 other; 76.1% 

White, 4.4% Hispanic, 2.2% Black, 7.8% Asian, 8.9% Multiracial, 0.6% Other) of at 

least 18 years or older. Ages ranged from 18 to 30 (M = 20.48, SD = 1.71) and 

participants were from 22 colleges and universities throughout the United States. In 

addition, 89.7% of the participants identified as straight, 5.8% as gay/lesbian, 3.9% as 

bisexual, and 0.6% as other. All students were recruited via email using a snowball 

sampling method. Emails contained a link to the study on Qualtrics, which was sent to 

students using various Whitman College listservs as well as links on social media. When 

a participant opened the link to the study they were sent directly to a consent form. 

Participants had the option to give their voluntary consent to participate or exit the 
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survey. Of the 186 participants who completed our survey, we used the data from 

approximately 168 participants. Of the 18 participants’ data that we did not use, eight had 

incomplete data, three asked to have their data withdrawn, and seven participants 

identified as bisexual. For the purposes of the study, bisexual participants were able to 

participate but their data was not used. We wanted participants to view only one gender 

of potential partners and we believed it was unethical to ask bisexual participants which 

gender they preferred. All agreed to give their consent to participate. Participants were 

not given compensation for completing the survey. 

Design 

We used a 2 (sex of participant) × 3 (attractiveness ratings by peers) mixed model 

design with level of attractiveness ratings manipulated within subjects. The independent 

variables were sex of the participant and level of attractiveness ratings by peers, which 

were either high, low, or no ratings. The dependent variables measured were participants’ 

ratings of attraction to the potential partner, perceived likelihood to date or sexually 

interact with the potential partner, and self-perceived sexual and dating desirability of 

participants to the potential partner. 

Procedure 

Participants were first asked to fill out a background and demographics 

questionnaire.  Once the participants completed the background and demographics, they 

were asked to specify their gender, sexuality, and the day of the month of their birth. The 

question of sexuality allowed the researchers to direct participants to the appropriate 

study of their preferred sex (e.g., heterosexual men rated women’s faces, gay men rated 

men’s faces, etc.) and ensured that both gay/lesbian and straight participants could be 
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included. Participants were asked their date of birth for counterbalancing purposes. 

Participants with birthdays before the 16th of a month were directed to one order of peer 

ratings while participants with birthdays after the 16th of the month were directed to a 

second order. The two orders featured opposite peer rating sequences such that 

participants in group one were shown a low peer rating first while participants in group 

two were shown a high peer rating first. The faces were randomized for each participant 

so that each participant saw different faces matched with each peer rating. After 

completing questions of gender and sexuality, participants were asked to complete the 

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965), the Physical Appearance Comparison 

Scale-Revised (PACS-R; Schaefer & Thompson, 2014), as well as the State Self-Esteem 

Scale (Heatherton & Polivy, 1991). After, participants were shown a cover story of the 

study. The cover story informed participants that they were completing a study to predict 

initial romantic attraction to strangers. The cover story also included our definition of 

“hookup” as sexual interactions with a potential partner. The participants were told that 

they would see a picture of a male or female face on the next few pages. They were also 

told that some of the pages might have other individual’s ratings for the face on the same 

page.  

After the participants read the cover story, the first picture appeared with either no 

ratings from peers or peer ratings depicting high or low attractiveness. The participants 

were asked to rate the person in the picture on physical attractiveness, how likely they 

would be to have a sexual interaction with the person, and how likely they would be to 

date the person, using a five-point Likert scale. Participants were then asked the extent to 

which the person in the picture would find them attractive, how likely the person in the 
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picture would want to engage in sexual activity with them, and how likely the person 

would want to date them on a scale from one to five. Two other questions pertaining to 

relationships and dating were added so that the participant would not be able to guess 

what the study was about. The pattern continued with eight more pictures, so that each 

participant saw a total of nine faces. Every participant saw three pictures with high peer 

ratings of attractiveness, three pictures with low peer ratings of attractiveness, and three 

pictures with no ratings. In all of these cases, participants were asked to rate the picture 

with the questions previously stated. After participants had seen all of the pictures, they 

were taken to the debrief form. In the debrief form, the purpose of the study and all of the 

details about the experiment were explained and participants had the option to withdraw 

their data after the conclusion of the study. Participants were thanked for their time and 

the study ended. 

Materials 

Pilot Testing. All faces used in the study were piloted by a separate group of 

participants to determine that all of the faces were viewed as similarly attractive. This 

pilot study included both male and female faces from a variety of ethnicities and races. 

Faces were obtained from graduate school websites and Google images. Participants in 

the pilot test were asked to rate faces on friendliness, likability, and physical 

attractiveness on a five point Likert scale. Using the data from the participants’ ratings of 

physical attractiveness of the faces, we conducted a one-way Analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA) and Tukey’s HSD to determine if there was a significant difference in the 

attractiveness ratings of the individual faces. We found nine men’s faces that were rated 

similarly at 3.125 out of a possible scale of five. All nine of these men’s faces were then 
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used in our study. For women’s faces, our ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD gave us 10 faces 

that were rated at 3.30 out of a possible scale of five. We selected nine of these faces for 

the purposes of our study.   

 Self-Esteem. Participants completed 10 questions from the Rosenberg Self-

Esteem Scale to measure levels of self-esteem (Rosenberg, 1965). Statements concerning 

self-esteem were answered on a four-point scale from “strongly agree” to “strongly 

disagree” (e.g., “At times I think I am no good at all”). The scale was internally reliable 

(α = 0.88).  

 Physical Appearance. Participants completed the Physical Appearance 

Comparison Scale-Revised (PACS-R) to measure the extent to which individuals 

compare their body to others around them (Schaefer & Thompson, 2014). The scale used 

a five-point Likert scale (0 = always, 1 = often, 2 = sometimes, 3 = seldom, 4 = never) 

and includes 11 statements related to confidence in self-appearance (e.g., “When I'm out 

in public, I compare my body fat to the body fat of others”). The scale was internally 

reliable with α = 0.96.  

Appearance Self-Esteem. All participants completed a subscale of the State Self-

Esteem Scale (Heatherton & Polivy, 1991). The questionnaire included six statements 

about appearance self-esteem (e.g., “I feel unattractive”) rated on a five-point scale from 

“extremely” to “not at all”. The scale was internally reliable with α = 0.88. 

Attraction Ratings. Questions pertaining to attraction were asked following each 

rating of attractiveness of individual faces in the photographs. There were eight questions 

asked relating to the individual faces (e.g. “How likely would you be to date this 

person?” or “How attractive do you think this person would find you?”) in which each 
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question was rated using a Likert scale ranging from one to five (1-very unlikely and 5-

very likely) (See Appendix A). 

Results 

Overview 

To test our hypotheses we used t-tests, correlations, and two-way ANOVA 

analyses. A table of our overall means and standard deviations for our dependent 

variables are shown in Table 1. The participants’ mean attractiveness rating of potential 

partners was at the approximate midpoint of the five-item scale while sexual and dating 

likelihood scores were slightly below the midpoint score. In addition, the extent to which 

participants believed potential partners would find them attractive (self-attractive ratings) 

was slightly higher than the midpoint of the scale. Both means for self-predicted 

desirability ratings as a sexual and dating partner were also slightly higher than the 

midpoint. Overall, the means for self-ratings were higher than the means for ratings 

associated with a potential partner. Scores on the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale were 

fairly high suggesting that our participants had fairly high self-esteem. The scores for the 

Physical Appearance Comparison Scale-Revised and State Self-Esteem Scale were also 

at the approximate midpoints for their respective score ranges. 

Attraction  

Peer Ratings. We ran a 2 (sex of participant) × 3 (attractiveness ratings by peers) 

ANOVA to test the main effects of gender and peer ratings on attractive scores as well as 

the interaction between gender and peer ratings. There was a main effect of gender, 

F(1,166) = 11.32, p = .001 such that men tended to rate potential partners as more 

attractive than women rated potential partners (M = 3.19, SD = .06; M = 2.92, SD = .05). 
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There was also a main effect of peer ratings, F(2,166) = 3.63, p = .03. Participants’ 

ratings of attractiveness depended on the ratings given by peers with high peer ratings 

resulting in higher attractive scores, low peer ratings resulting in lower attractive scores, 

and no ratings falling in-between (See Figure 1). We tested the hypothesis that 

individuals shown high peer ratings of attractiveness would rate a potential partner as 

more attractive than potential partners paired without peer ratings of attractiveness or 

with low peer ratings of attractiveness. We examined the Bonferroni post-hoc tests to 

compare the mean attractive ratings between potential partners paired with high, low, and 

no peer ratings. We found that there was a significant difference between attractiveness 

ratings of potential partners paired with high peer ratings and attractiveness ratings of 

potential partners paired with no peer ratings (p = .02). As predicted, potential partners 

paired with high peer ratings (M = 3.10, SD = .69) were rated as significantly more 

attractive than potential partners with no ratings (M = 3.01, SD =.73). However, potential 

partners with high peer ratings were not rated as significantly more attractive than 

potential partners shown with low peer ratings (M = 2.98, SD = .73; p = .68).   

Our second hypothesis that individuals shown low peer ratings of attractiveness 

would rate the potential partner as less attractive than potential partners paired without 

peer ratings of attractiveness or with high peer ratings of attractiveness was also not 

confirmed. We did not find a significant difference between the attractiveness ratings of 

potential partners paired with low ratings and the attractiveness ratings of potential 

partners paired with no ratings (p = .68) or high ratings (p = .44).  

 There was also a significant interaction between gender and peer ratings, F(2,166) 

= 42.89, p < .001 such that the effect of the peer ratings on the attractiveness ratings 
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changed depending on the gender of the participant. Men rated potential partners as more 

attractive when exposed to low peer ratings (M = 3.42, SD = .61) whereas women’s 

attractiveness ratings of potential partners was lowest when shown low peer ratings (M = 

2.68, SD = .65) (See Figure 1).  

Figure 1 displays how women rated partners as significantly more attractive overall when 

not given peer ratings (M = 3.11, SD = .62) in comparison to partners with low peer 

ratings (M = 2.68, SD = .65) or high peer ratings (M = 2.98, SD = .62). Men’s 

attractiveness ratings were also influenced by peer ratings such that low peer ratings (M = 

3.42, SD = .61) resulted in higher attractiveness scores in comparison to no peer ratings 

(M = 2.86, SD = .62) or high peer ratings (M = 3.28, SD = .74). Figure 1 shows all means 

for the interaction between gender and peer ratings. 

Women’s Attractive Scores. Our third hypothesis, that women’s ratings of 

attractiveness for potential partners will be positively associated with the possibility of 

the potential partner as a sexual partner and weakly associated with the possibility of the 

potential partner as a dating partner, was tested with correlations using the data from 100 

female participants. The correlation between the ratings of attractiveness given to the 

potential partner by women and the likelihood of a sexual interaction with the partner was 

positively correlated, r = .62, p < .001. However, the correlation between the ratings of 

attractiveness given to the potential partner by women and the dating likelihood of the 

potential partner was stronger, r = .76, p < .001. There was a marginally significant 

difference between the two correlations, p = .06. For women, the potential partner’s 

attractiveness more strongly predicted the possibility of dating in comparison to the 

possibility of a sexual interaction, which is inconsistent with our prediction.  
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Men’s Attractive Scores. We hypothesized that men’s ratings of attractiveness 

for potential partners would be positively associated with the possibility of the potential 

partner as a dating partner and weakly associated with the possibility of the potential 

partner as a sexual partner. We used the data from our 67 male participants to run 

correlations as one participant failed to complete all of the questions associated with 

likelihood to engage in a sexual interaction. The correlation between the ratings of 

attractiveness given to the potential partner by men and the likelihood of dating the 

potential partner was positively correlated, r = .79, p < .001. In addition, the correlation 

between the ratings of attractiveness given to the potential partner by men and the 

likelihood to sexually interact with the potential partner was r = .65, p < .001. There was 

a marginally significant difference between the two correlations, p = .08. Consistent with 

our hypothesis the potential partner’s attractiveness was more strongly associated with 

the possibility of dating the partner in comparison to the possibility of a sexual interaction 

in men.  

Sexual Likelihood and Dating Likelihood 

Sexual. Our fifth hypothesis was that men would be more likely than women to 

view a potential partner as a possible sexual partner. We used the data of 67 men (40.1%) 

and 100 women (59.9%). Using an ANOVA, we tested whether there was a main effect 

of gender and peer ratings on the rating the participant gave to the likelihood of sexually 

interacting with the potential partner. There was a main effect of gender on the likelihood 

of a sexual interaction, F(1,165) = 14.75, p < .001, but there was not a main effect of peer 

ratings on the likelihood of a sexual interaction, F(2,165) = .665, p = .52. There was also 

not an interaction between gender and likelihood of a sexual interaction, F(2,165) = .898, 
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p = .41. Consistent with our hypothesis, there was a significant difference between 

likelihood to sexually interact depending on gender, such that men were more likely to 

want to engage in sexual activity with a potential partner (M = 2.84, SD = .81) than 

women (M = 2.48, SD = .87).    

 Dating. We ran a 2 (sex of participant) × 3 (attractiveness ratings by peers) 

ANOVA to test the effects of gender and peer ratings on likelihood to date a potential 

partner. We used the data from 167 participants, as one participant did not complete the 

questions associated with the likelihood to date. There was a marginally significant main 

effect of peer ratings, F(2,165) = 2.63, p = .07 but not a main effect of gender, F(1,165) = 

1.58, p = .21. Individuals’ likelihood to date the potential partner did depend on the peer 

ratings shown such that high peer ratings resulted in a higher dating score (M = 2.74, SD 

= .68) than low peer ratings (M = 2.64, SD = .78) or no peer ratings (M = 2.60, SD = .70). 

High peer ratings resulted in a higher likelihood to date the potential partner in 

comparison to no peer ratings (p = .06). We did not find a significant difference in the 

likelihood of dating scores paired with high peer ratings and dating scores paired with 

low peer ratings (p = .42). A significant difference was also not found between dating 

scores paired with low peer ratings and no peer ratings (p = 1). There was not a 

significant interaction between gender and peer ratings for likelihood of dating a potential 

partner, F(2,165) = .28, p = .33. 

Self-Esteem and Self-Perceived Attractiveness 

 Self-Desirability. In our final hypothesis, we stated that the participants’ self-

esteem, self-perceived attractiveness, and appearance comparison would be positively 

associated with their self-desirability as a sexual and dating partner. We used the data of 
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168 participants. Using six correlation tests, we found that there was not a significant 

correlation between trait self-esteem or appearance comparison self-esteem with self-

desirability as a sexual partner (See Table 2). In addition, there was also not a significant 

correlation between self-perceived physical appearance and self-desirability as a dating 

partner (See Table 2). The participants’ self-perceived desirability as a sexual partner was 

only significantly correlated with appearance self-esteem (r = .20, p = .01). Therefore, as 

an individual’s appearance self-esteem increases, their self-perceived desirability as a 

sexual partner also increases. Self-desirability as a dating partner was correlated with 

both appearance self-esteem and trait self-esteem (r = .23, p < .001; r = .23, p = .001). In 

other words, if an individual’s appearance self-esteem increases, their desirability as a 

dating partner also increases. In addition, the higher individuals’ trait self-esteem, the 

higher their desirability as a dating partner.  

We also ran multiple linear regression tests to predict self-desirability as a dating 

partner and self-desirability as a sexual partner from scores on the Rosenberg Self-

Esteem Scale, PACS-R, and State Self-Esteem Scale. We found that participants’ self-

desirability as a dating partner was significantly predicted from appearance self-esteem 

(𝛽𝛽 = .33, t(165) = 4.75, p < .001) but not trait self-esteem (𝛽𝛽 = .09, t(164) = .86, p = .39). 

Appearance self-esteem and trait self-esteem were highly correlated (r  = .62, p < .001). 

Therefore trait self-esteem was not used in our regression model due to the 

multicollinearity between the two measures. If we hold all other coefficients as constant, 

then as the score on the State Self-Esteem Scale increases, the self-perceived desirability 

as a dating partner increases. Comparison of physical appearance to others (𝛽𝛽 = -.2, 

t(165) = -3.71, p < .001) independently predicted self-perceived desirability as a dating 
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partner. As the PACS-R increases, meaning the less one compares themselves to others, 

self-perceived dating desirability decreases. The overall fit of the model for predicting the 

participants’ self-desirability as a dating partner using scores from the PACS-R and State 

Self-Esteem Scale was significant, F(2,165) = 12.05, p < .001, 𝑅𝑅2 = .13, 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2  = .12.  

Appearance self-esteem (𝛽𝛽 = .35, t(165) = 4.29, p < .001) and scores on 

appearance comparison self-esteem (𝛽𝛽 = -.23, t(165) = -3.57, p < .001) were also 

significant predictors of the participants’ self-desirability as a sexual partner. As the 

appearance self-esteem score increases, the self-perceived desirability as a sexual partner 

increases as well. Conversely, as the PACS-R increases, self-perceived desirability as a 

sexual partner decreases. The overall fit of the model for predicting participants’ self-

desirability as a sexual partner using scores obtained from the State Self-Esteem Scale 

and PACS-R was significant, F(2,165) = 10.14, p < .001, 𝑅𝑅2 = .11, 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2  = .10). For 

predicting the participants’ self-desirability as a sexual partner, the score from the 

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale was not a significant predictor, 𝛽𝛽 = -.07, t(164) = -.59, p = 

.55.  

Discussion 

 The current study investigated the relationship between peer influence and gender 

differences on initial perceptions of physical attraction to a potential partner with self-

esteem and self-perceived attractiveness as possible predictors of self-desirability. We 

tested the hypotheses that participants’ ratings of attractiveness would be consistent with 

the peer ratings provided. In addition, we tested whether there was a difference in how 

men and women were affected by these peer ratings. We found that peers did influence 
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perceptions of physical attraction but only when the peers rated a potential partner as 

highly attractive.  

We expected that, regardless of gender, when individuals were presented with 

high peer ratings of attractiveness for a potential partner, they would rate the potential 

partner as more attractive than when shown potential partners paired with low peer 

ratings of attractiveness or no peer ratings. This prediction was partially supported as we 

found significantly higher attractiveness ratings for potential partners paired with high 

ratings than with no ratings. However, there was not a significant difference between 

potential partners paired with high ratings and low ratings of attractiveness. Our findings 

support the previous research stating that both men and women augment their own 

ratings of attractiveness of a potential partner when exposed to high peer ratings (Dunn & 

Doria, 2010). We further predicted that individuals presented with low peer ratings of 

attractiveness for a potential partner would rate the potential partner significantly lower 

than when presented with high or no peer ratings. This hypothesis was not confirmed, as 

there was not a significant difference between ratings of attractiveness when participants 

were presented with low peer ratings and high or no peer ratings.  

Past research suggests that individuals’ use of mate-choice copying explains why 

peer ratings influence ratings of physical attractiveness (Dunn & Doria, 2010). However, 

mate-choice copying does not explain why low peer ratings did not affect individuals’ 

perceptions in the same way that high peer ratings did in our current study. The current 

study provided high peer ratings that were close to the highest possible score an 

individual could give with scores in the high fours out of a possible scale of five. In 

comparison, the low peer ratings provided were always near a score of two out of five, 
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which is closer to the midpoint of the scale. Because the high peer ratings were much 

more salient, participants may have felt more pressure to conform to the high peer 

ratings. It is then possible that participants did not feel that the low peer ratings were low 

enough to affect their attractiveness scores.  

We expected that women’s ratings of attractiveness of a potential partner would 

be more positively associated with the possibility of the potential partner as a sexual 

partner than as a dating partner. Our hypothesis was not confirmed as we found that 

women’s ratings of attractiveness of the potential partner more strongly predicted the 

possibility of dating than the possibility of sexually interacting with a potential partner. 

However, the likelihood of dating or having a sexual interaction with a potential partner 

were both closely and strongly associated with ratings of attractiveness. This finding was 

inconsistent with past research that states that women increase their preference for 

physically attractive partners for short-term sexual relationships (Castro et al., 2014; 

Gutierres et al., 1999). One explanation for our findings may be that because participants 

were not given descriptions of the potential partners they were rating, women were not 

able to judge whether the potential partner’s resources, such as earning potential, 

personality, or status, would be enough to consider for a long-term relationship (Castro et 

al., 2014). With only physical appearance to determine long or short-term partners, 

women may have relied unintentionally on the halo effect (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). 

Thus, if the participant found the potential partner to be highly attractive, the partner may 

have also seemed like he or she had more favorable traits and thus would have been 

considered a more likely dating partner.  
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Further, we expected that men’s ratings of attractiveness of a potential partner 

would be more positively associated with the possibility of the potential partner as a 

dating partner than as a sexual partner. This hypothesis was confirmed as men’s ratings 

of attractiveness were more strongly associated with the possibility of the potential 

partner as a dating partner than a sexual partner. This finding was consistent with 

previous research as men’s preference for physically attractive partners increases with an 

increase in commitment level (Gutierres et al., 1999). However, likelihood of dating or 

having a sexual interaction with a potential partner were both strongly associated with 

men’s ratings of attractiveness. Men’s ratings of attractiveness were also overall higher 

than women’s ratings of attractiveness and the findings from our fifth hypothesis suggests 

that men are more likely than women to view a potential partner as a possible sexual 

partner. Thus, the strong association between men’s attractiveness ratings and likelihood 

to sexually interact with the potential partner may simply be amplified because of men’s 

higher attractiveness ratings overall and general desire to engage in sexual activity with 

potential partners. Our study suggests that men and women use physical attractiveness to 

determine the possibility of a potential partner as a long-term dating partner more so than 

as a short-term sexual partner. This is consistent with previous research, which has found 

a similar association between physical attractiveness and dating desirability in both men 

and women (Graziano et al., 1993).  

We predicted that men would be more likely than women to view a potential 

partner as a possible sexual partner. This hypothesis was supported as we found that men 

were more likely than women to view a potential partner as a possible sexual partner 

regardless of peer ratings. This finding is consistent with previous studies, which have 
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found that men consider individuals as potential sexual partners regardless of physical 

attractiveness (Li & Kenrick, 2006; Gutierres et al., 1999). This was found in our study, 

as the peer ratings for these partners did not affect whether the potential partners were 

seen as possible sexual partners.  

However, women did not follow this pattern. A possible explanation for this 

inconsistency is that women prefer more physically attractive partners for short-term 

relationships (Gutierres et al., 1999). As women did not rate potential partners as highly 

as men did overall, the potential partners used in our study may not have been attractive 

enough for women to consider them a sexual partner. Another explanation may be that 

men tend to overestimate who they would be willing to engage in casual sex with. 

Wiederman (1997) found that young men tend to overestimate the number of past sexual 

partners in comparison to women. It is possible that if men overestimate the number of 

past partners, they could also overestimate their willingness to engage in sex with future 

partners. Finally, past research has found that men more than women tend to report more 

coital hookups in comparison to non-coital hookups (Paul, McManus, & Hayes, 2000). 

Because our definition of hooking up explicitly mentioned sexual intercourse, women 

may have been less likely to want to hookup with the potential partners presented in our 

study.  

Our final prediction was that participants’ self-esteem and self-perceived 

attractiveness would be positively associated with their perceived desirability as a sexual 

and dating partner to a potential partner. We found that self-desirability as a sexual 

partner was significantly associated only with appearance self-esteem. The more 

individuals believed they were attractive, the more they believed they were sexually 
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desirable to others. We also found that appearance self-esteem and appearance 

comparison self-esteem were predictors of a participant’s self-desirability as a sexual 

partner. If individuals believed themselves to be physically attractive and compared their 

appearance to others often, then they were more likely to find themselves desirable as a 

sexual partner to others. This finding provides insight surrounding self-esteem’s 

relationship with sexual behavior. While past research has found that women with high 

levels of self-perceived attractiveness are more likely to engage in sexual activity, our 

research also suggests that both men and women with high levels of self-perceived 

attractiveness believe themselves to be more sexually desirable as well (Clark, 2004).  

Trait self-esteem was not an important predictor of self-desirability as a sexual 

partner in our study. Past research has found that individuals with higher self-esteem have 

more sexual partners than individuals with low self-esteem (Walsh, 1991). It would then 

seem likely that individuals with high self-esteem would view themselves as more 

sexually desirable to others, but our study suggests that only appearance self-esteem 

plays a role in determining self-desirability as a sexual partner. Thus, individuals who 

engage in more sexual activity have high self-esteem, but individuals who believe that 

they are sexually desirable rely only on their appearance self-esteem. It is then possible 

that while individuals may feel that they are sexually desirable to others, based upon their 

appearance, it does not mean that they are more likely to engage in casual sexual 

behavior. There is limited literature on self-desirability as a sexual partner. Therefore, 

more research is necessary in order to fully understand the relationship between 

appearance self-esteem, trait self-esteem, and self-perceived desirability as a sexual 

partner as well as actual sexual behavior. 
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 Self-desirability as a dating partner was significantly associated with both 

appearance self-esteem and trait self-esteem. The more individuals believed that they 

were attractive or the higher their self-esteem, the more they believed that others would 

find them desirable as a dating partner. However, we found appearance self-esteem and 

appearance comparison were the only predictors of a participant’s self-desirability as a 

dating partner. If individuals believed themselves to be physically attractive and also 

found themselves comparing their appearance to others often, then they were more likely 

to find themselves desirable as a dating partner to others. We found that trait self-esteem 

was not a significant predictor because of its high correlation with appearance self-

esteem. Past research has found that self-perceived attractiveness and self-esteem were 

found to influence self-perceived dating desirability (Bale & Archer, 2013). It is possible 

that the correlation between these two measures was not as high in this past study as in 

our current study. 

Self-desirability as a dating partner and self-desirability as a sexual partner were 

both predicted from individuals’ social comparison of physical appearance. This finding 

is inconsistent with much of the past research surrounding appearance comparison. Myers 

and Crowther (2009) found that individuals who compared their appearance to others had 

greater dissatisfaction with their own appearance. Our former findings also provide 

evidence that self-perceived appearance has a strong role in whether individuals believe 

they are desirable. Our findings show that individuals who compared themselves to 

others were more likely to view themselves as both a desirable dating and sexual partner. 

A possible explanation for these findings is that social comparison allows individuals to 

learn about and conform to what potential partners want in a partner. Therefore, 
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individuals who use social comparisons, potentially from the media or peers, are better 

able to predict their own desirability to others. This explanation is similar to Rand and 

Hall’s (1983) finding that women are more accurate in their self-perceived attractiveness 

because of the pressure from society and the media.  

 There are several limitations that should be considered when interpreting our 

results. First, we utilized a convenience sampling method to obtain participants and 

therefore the majority of our participants were Whitman College students. Due to our 

lack of random sampling, our study may have limited external validity. Further, there was 

limited diversity in terms of sexuality and race in our sample in which the majority of 

participants were straight white individuals. Thus, our findings can only be generalized to 

mostly straight, white, liberal arts college students.  

It is also possible that the peer ratings in our survey were not made obvious 

enough to participants and could have been overlooked. The peer ratings were also not 

explicitly stated as attractiveness ratings. The repetition of the questions for each 

potential partner could have also caused participants to become bored and to begin 

marking the same answers for each face. Finally, when interpreting our results, we were 

unable to track the specific ratings that participants gave for each face. Instead, we were 

only able to record how participants rated the faces based on the level of peer ratings they 

were shown. We tried to account for this limitation by counterbalancing the order of 

faces with different ratings paired with each individual face. However, even while t-tests 

between the groups created for counterbalancing were not statistically significant, it is 

still possible that some of the faces could have been rated as more or less attractive than 

the other faces.  
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 Future work should look at the differences in sexuality of the participants to 

determine if sexuality plays a role in initial attraction to a potential partner. While the 

present study did attempt to recruit both gay and straight individuals, we did not have 

enough gay participants to be able to draw accurate conclusions. Therefore, a future study 

could consciously recruit an equal number of individuals who identify as gay and lesbian 

as well as straight in order to study the role of sexuality in this context. Research has also 

not examined whether the race of the potential partner has an effect on attraction. 

Different age groups could further be studied to see if peer ratings are relevant to older 

populations, as past research suggests that older individuals are generally less susceptible 

to peer influence (Berndt, 1979).  

In addition, future work could elaborate the findings from our study pertaining to 

self-desirability as a sexual partner. The relationship between perceived self-desirability 

as a sexual partner and the likelihood of engagement in sexual activity could be 

investigated. Finally, replicating the study in which participants are exposed to potential 

partners and peers face to face would allow researchers to test to see if the influence of 

peers is greater in person. Currently there are no studies that have studied attraction to a 

person standing in front of an individual. There have been numerous studies that have 

looked at attraction to a potential partner in a photograph with and without the 

manipulation of peer influence but past research has not used an in person experience to 

study attraction (Dunn & Doria, 2010; Graziano et al., 1993). This replication would also 

help determine if there is a difference between attraction to a face on a computer screen 

and a person standing in front of an individual. This is a large gap in the literature that is 

important to fill in order to make this research more applicable to real life situations. 
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 Our study contributes to the literature about peer conformity and attraction by 

suggesting that peers do affect an individual’s perception of a potential partner. Peers 

influence attractiveness ratings and sexual and dating desirability is influenced by 

attractiveness. Our findings also suggest that peers can influence the partners that 

college-aged people choose to date which has implications for real world relationships for 

college-aged people. In addition, our finding that appearance self-esteem predicts self-

perceived desirability as a dating and sexual partner among college-aged students 

highlights the need for continued study in self-esteem and its effect on self-desirability. 

Overall, the findings from our study can help to support much of the literature on peer 

influence and gender differences in initial attraction. The current investigation also 

provides implications for college campuses on the strength that peer influence can have 

on sexual and dating activity among students.  
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Table 1 
 
Overall Means and Standard Deviations of Dependent Variables 
 
Dependent Variables Mean SD 

Attractive 3.02 .52 

Sexual Desirability 2.58 .75 

Dating Desirability 2.66 .59 

Self-Attractive 3.23 .53 

Self-Sexual Desirability 3.05 .63 

Self-Dating Desirability 2.93 .53 

Rosenberg Self-Esteem 
Scale 

3.07 .46 

State Self-Esteem Scale 3.53 .68 

PACS-R 3.10 .88 
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Table 2 
 
Correlation Matrix for Self-Desirability and Self-Esteem Measures 
 
 Self-Sexual 

Desirability 
Self-Dating 
Desirability 

Rosenberg 
Self-Esteem 

State Self-
Esteem 

PACS-R 

Self-Sexual 
Desirability 

1     

Self-Dating 
Desirability 

.81*** 1    

Rosenberg 
Self-Esteem 

.12 .23*** 1   

State Self-
Esteem 

.20** .23*** .62*** 1  

PACS-R -.10 .09 .27*** .58*** 1 

Note. * = p < .05, ** = p < .01, *** = p < .001. N = 168 for all analyses.  
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Note. * = p < .05, ** = p < .01, *** = p < .001. N = 168 for all analyses.  

Figure 1. Bar graph showing the interaction of gender and peer ratings on ratings of 
attractiveness of potential partners.   
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Appendix A 

Sample Faces and Questions 

Your peers rated the individual as a 4.56 out of 5. 

1. How attractive do you find this person to be?  
Very Unattractive  Unattractive  Neutral Attractive Very Attractive 

1           2        3         4             5 
 
2. How likely would you be to date this person?  
Very Unlikely  Unlikely  Neutral Likely  Very Likely 

1        2              3      4           5 
 

3. How likely would you be to hook up with this person? 
Very Unlikely  Unlikely  Neutral Likely  Very Likely 

1        2              3      4           5 
  

4. How attractive do you think this person would find you? 
 
Very Unattractive  Unattractive  Neutral Attractive Very Attractive 

1           2        3         4             5 
 
5. Is it likely this person would want to date you?  
Very Unlikely  Unlikely  Neutral Likely  Very Likely 

1        2              3      4           5 
 

6. Is it likely this person would want to hook up with you?  
Very Unlikely  Unlikely  Neutral Likely  Very Likely 

1        2              3      4           5 
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